MULTIAXIS

Enhance your productivity with Mastercam Multiaxis for
intuitive programming of complex parts.

SIMPLIFIED ACCESS TO COMPLEX
MACHINING
A practical solution to enhance productivity.
With Mastercam Multiaxis, you have complete control over the
three crucial elements of multiaxis machining: cut pattern, tool
axis control, and collision avoidance. From 4-axis rotary and
roll-die cutting to multiblade impellers with tight internal cuts,
Mastercam helps simplify even the most complex jobs with a
wide range of multiaxis machining strategies — both basic and
advanced — to improve your productivity.
Other highlights include:
•M
 ultisurface 5-axis roughing and finishing (including depth
cuts), plunge roughing, and flowline machining.
• Power and control of multiple multiaxis cutting strategies
from a single interface.
• Automatic 3+2 roughing creates a single multiplane roughing

From basic 5-axis contours to Dynamic roughing and
complex finishing, Mastercam is built to streamline
multiaxis programming.

toolpath for an entire part.
•A
 dvanced gouge and collision detection, a “safe zone”
around the part, and safe linking between operations.
• Fast, simple swarf cutting, 5-axis trimming, and stock-aware
drilling.
• Ability to create full 5-axis motion from a 3-axis toolpath.

Mastercam Multiaxis provides the next step in productivity for programmers/machinists that have capitalized on
the benefits of indexing/positioning in Mastercam Mill, Mastercam Router, and Mastercam for SOLIDWORKS®.
Add this solution to your Mastercam license when you are ready to improve your capacity to machine increasingly
complex parts on advanced CNC equipment.

Protect your CAD/CAM investment with Mastercam
Maintenance. Keep your Multiaxis machining strategies
and technology up to date with ongoing software
updates and exclusive Maintenance benefits.
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